Abstract. A new functional framework for consistently stabilizing discrete approximations to convection-di usion problems was recently proposed by the authors. The key ideas are the evaluation of the residual in an inner product of the type H ?1=2 (unlike classical SUPG methods, which use elemental weighted L 2 -inner products), and the realization of this inner product via explicitely computable multilevel decompositions of function spaces (such as those given by wavelets or hierarchical nite elements). In the present paper, we rst provide further motivations for our approach. Next, we carry on a detailed analysis of the method, which covers all regimes (convection-dominated and di usion-dominated). A consistent part of the analysis justi es the use of easily computable truncated forms of the stabilizing inner product. Numerical results, in close agreement with the theory, are given at the end of the paper.
Introduction
The standard Galerkin discretization of convection-di usion boundary value problems, in the convection-dominated regime, may generate spurious numerical oscillations which a ect the discrete solution. This instability is allowed by the weakly-coercive nature of the problem in the energy norm (of type H 1 ). The bilinear form associated with the variational formulation of the problem has a coercivity constant (proportional to the di usion coe cient) which is much smaller than the continuity constant (basically depending on the size of the velocity eld). The loose control of the energy norm allows for discrete solutions having indeed exceedingly large energy, realized precisely through a This work was partially supported by the following funds: EEC TMR Project Wavelets and multiscale methods in numerical analysis and simulation, CNR Grant 98.04849.ST74 Modelli e metodi per la matematica e l'ingegneria { Istituto di Analisi Numerica del C.N.R., via Abbiategrasso 209, 27100 Pavia, Italy, e{mail:
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x Dipartimento di Matematica, Politecnico di Torino, Corso Duca degli Abruzzi 24, 10129 Torino, Italy, e{mail: ccanuto@polito.it, tabacco@polito.it large high-frequency component. The reason why the exact solution does not su er from such oscillations { while having itself a large energy norm { is that the exact di erential equation yields control on other norms than the energy one, such as the maximum norm or some bounded variation norm. Such norms do not blow up with the inverse of the di usion parameter and their boundedness does not allow spurious oscillations. Therefore, in order to produce stable discrete solutions, the standard Galerkin scheme needs to be modi ed by some mechanism which provides an extra control in one of these norms.
A popular strategy for performing this modi cation is the stabilization of the discrete variational formulation, through the addition of consistent terms depending on the strong residual of the equation. The prototype of this class of methods is the SUPG (Streamline Upwind Petrov Galerkin) method ( 11] ; for an extensive review see, e.g., 22] ). Galerkin/least-square methods 19] are a variant of this approach. Under suitable circumstances, it has been recognized ( 6] ) that the stabilized equations can be obtained by a standard Galerkin projection upon an augmented subspace, once the static condensation of the extra unknown (the`unresolved scales') has been performed: in this way, the arbitrariness inherent in the tuning of the stabilization parameters is eliminated ( 10] ). These and other variants of the stabilization strategy share the property that a di usion-independent control on the streamline derivative (the directional derivative along the characteristic eld) is obtained for the discrete solution. Most (in some cases, all) of the spurious oscillations are removed, and the e ect of the remaining ones is localized around boundary and internal singular manifolds; satisfactory results are obtained in a wide variety of situations of practical interest. The norm in which the streamline derivative is controlled is usually a mesh-dependent, weighted L 2 -type discrete norm. While such an expression makes the computation of the stabilization terms particularly e cient (as it guarantees the maximum of localization with the minimum of computational overhead), yet it somehow hiddens the intimate nature of the stabilization. Indeed, the norm involved is obviously not a standard functional norm of some Sobolev type (although inverse inequality arguments and some heuristics relate it to an H ?1=2 -type norm. We also refer to the recent paper 7] for a rigorous estimate in a Besov norm of order 1=2 for the discrete solution produced by the residual-free bubble method). In addition, the discrete stabilized formulation cannot be directly recognized as the Galerkin approximation of an intrinsic (i.e., discretization-independent) stabilized formulation on the continuous level.
In 5], moving from an abstract setting for the stabilization of the non-coercive or weakly-coercive problems ( 4]), we advocated the use of a classical norm of the H ?1=2 -type in the stabilization of convection-di usion problems. Such a norm is naturally suggested by space interpolation results applied to the bilinear form describing the convective part of the operator. We introduced a stabilized variational formulation of the exact convectiondi usion problem, involving precisely a H ?1=2 -type inner product. Next, we considered a standard Galerkin approximation of the new formulation, and { in a model situation { we derived stability and error estimates for the discrete solutions, in a norm including the H ?1=2 -norm of the streamline derivative. No discretization parameter is involved in such a stabilization procedure. The strong motivation for our approach was the current availability in the literature of a number of results, indicating the possibility of explicitely computing functional norms and inner products of negative and even fractional regularity index, using multilevel decompositions of function spaces ( 14, 21, 8] ).
The purpose of the present paper is two-fold. On one hand, we shall push forward the analysis of the stabilization method introduced in 5], by considering less restrictive situations and by deriving deeper results. On the other hand, we shall carefully investigate the in uence of the multilevel structure of the chosen H ?1=2 -type inner product upon the stabilization mechanism. In this way, the e ciency of the calculation of the stabilization terms is improved.
In Section 2, we review some estimates on the exact solution of the convection-di usion problem and by interpolatory arguments, we establish a uniform (i.e., di usion-independent) bound in a Besov norm of order 1=2. This result obviously implies a uniform bound on the streamline derivative of the solution in the appropriate norm of index ?1=2, thus providing further support for our choice of the functional framework for the stabilization. Next, we introduce the appropriate functional spaces, as well as the stabilized formulation of the problem. In the next section, we deal with the Galerkin discretization of the stabilized problem. Improving over 5], we discuss the full range of regimes, from di usion-dominated' to`convection-dominated'. The structure of the stabilized parameter is identi ed, in order to obtain optimal error estimates in all regimes.
Section 4 is devoted to the numerical realization of the proposed multilevel stabilization mechanism. The H ?1=2 -type inner product is an in nite sum of`layers', each one depending on a single scale of details. Obviously, it would be impossible to compute all the contributions. Furthermore, contributions coming from ner and ner scales would be exceedingly expensive to compute, whereas contributions from coarse scales, although cheap, would reduce the desired localized structure of the stabilization. We can prove that only a nite number of layers are really needed for the stabilization, and they are associated with scales that concentrate around the nest representable scale within the discretization space. The theoretical prediction is con rmed by the examples described in the last section. At rst, we prove that, in a model one-dimensional situation, the use of a particular H ?1=2 -type inner product based on piecewise-linear interpolatory wavelets yields stabilization terms which coincide with those produced by the standard SUPG method. This seems to us an interesting result, in that it sheds new light on classical stabilization methods from the`H ?1=2 -perspective'. Next, we use a by now popular family of biorthogonal spline wavelets to construct the multilevel inner product; we investigate numerically the sensitiveness to the stabilization parameter, as well as the nite truncation of the layers. 
Regularity results
We will keep track of the in uence of the constant : to this end, we shall use the notation A < B to indicate A cB for a suitable constant c independent of (but possibly depending on kak L 1 ( ) , and the diameter of ); the symbol A B means A < B and B < A.
Let us rst collect some estimates on the solution of Problem (2.1), depending on the regularity of the data f. The (where the constant implied by the symbol < depends on ). Proof. It is enough to combine (2.10) with the previous lemma, and to recall the inclusion B s p;q ( ) B r p;t ( ), s < r, and p; q; t arbitrary.
The simple example ? u 00 (with ? ? := fx 2 ? : a n < 0g, n denoting the normal vector to ? pointing outwards), for which it is easy to obtain the estimate (with ? + := fx 2 ? : a n > 0g) ka ru k
Stabilized formulations
It is convenient to introduce the following notation: Dv = a rv and Lv = ? v + Dv + bv :
Firstly, we shall provide the reader with some`semi-heuristic' considerations which lead in a natural way to introducing the proposed stabilized formulations. Next, we shall make the functional setting and the de nitions precise. It is well known that the origin of the troubles in the discretization of Problem (2.1) at small values of can be traced back to the large value of the ratio between the continuity and the coerciveness constants of the bilinear form a, which indeed scales as ?1 . Hence, a route to overcoming those troubles can be found in trasforming the original problem into an equivalent one, associated with a new bilinear form (say A), for which the ratio between the characteristic constants is close to 1.
As far as the coerciveness is concerned, Proposition 2.2 suggests to add a term controlling some`B 1=2 p;q -type' norm of the solution to the usual energy norm (the norm which appears on the left-hand side of (2.6)). Indeed, thinking, e.g., of a nite element or nite di erence discretization based on a mesh-size h > , the energy norm does allow the discrete solution to develop spurious grid oscillations with gradients of order h ?1 , whereas the norm appearing on the left-hand side of (2.11) (and any stronger norm) doesn't.
Let us now deal with continuity. with 1 if n = 1 (and a smooth and non-zero), and ?1=2 in all other cases. In conclusion, the bilinear form a is de ned and continuous on e X 1=2 ( ) e X 1=2 ( ), although in general the continuity constant is not independent of . However, such a lack of independence is not so relevant for our purposes, since we will show that the form a is ideed uniformly continuous with respect to , provided one of the arguments is in H 1=2 ( ) and the other one is in a nite dimensional approximation space (see Proposition 3.1). This will be enough for our analysis. The important conclusion of the above discussion is that an intermediate space of the type e X 1=2 ( ) is a natural candidate for the functional setting we are looking for. Technically speaking, since we aim at designing a consistent perturbation of the bilinear form a, we shall actually replace Dv by Lv in the de nition of the intermediate space and its norm. We will show that the two de nitions are equivalent on the discrete level.
Remark 2.3 The intimate motivation for the constant in (2.12) being not independent of is that the operator D is anisotropic (i.e., it decreases regularity only along the streamlines de ned by dx ds = a(x)), whereas we measure it in the (dual) norm of an isotropic Sobolev space. It is likely that uniform (with respect to ) equivalence of norms could be obtained involving anisotropic function spaces (see,e.g., 23], chap.10, as well as the recent work 15]; see also 17]).
We now come to the precise de nition of our stabilized formulation; to this end, we describe the functional setting in which we will work. Let us introduce the family H r ( ) for r 0, setting H 0 ( ) = L 2 ( ), H r ( ) = H r ( ) \ H 1 0 ( ) for an integer r 1, and extending the de nition to any real r > 0 by interpolation; in particular, for 0 r < 3=2, one has H r ( ) = This occurs, e.g., for a space of C 1 { nite elements or splines of order 2 or su ciently smooth wavelets. In this case, one has Lv h 2 H ?1=2 ( ), 8v h 2 V h , hence, V h X 1=2 ( ).
Thus, we are led to choose r = 1=2 in (2:13) { (2:16). ii) the non-regular case is de ned by the condition V h H 3=2?" ( ) 8" > 0; but V h 6 H 3=2 ( ):
This is the case of a locally smooth, globally C 0 {approximation, such as C 0 -nite elements, or spectral elements, or wavelet elements ( 12] ). Condition (3:2) implies Lv h 2 H ?1=2?" ( ), 8v h 2 V h , so that V h X 1=2 ( ), for all " > 0. Thus, we x a su ciently small " > 0 and we set r = 1=2 ? " in (2:13) { (2:16). Furthermore, we choose~ in the form~ = h ?2" , where > 0 is a suitable parameter whose selection will be discussed in the sequel.
The two cases can be formally uni ed by setting " = 0 and~ = in the regular case. We will proceed with such a notational convention.
After making the functional framework precise, we are led to consider the following Galerkin approximation of problem (2:15):
Existence and uniqueness of the solution of this problem, as well as a stability estimate in the X r ( ){norm, follow from the coerciveness (2.16) of A.
In order to study such an approximation, we will use the following continuity estimate for the bilinear form A. we can give an interpretation of (3:6) depending on the particular regime we are dealing with. Indeed, in the so-called`convection-dominated' regime, i.e., if IPe 1, our assumptions is satis ed by choosing of the order of kak ?1 L 1 ( ) , hence, independent of h.
Conversely, in the`di usion-dominated' regime (i.e., IPe < 1), (3:6) forces to vanish with h; in particular, can be chosen in the form h= . This yields a smooth transition between the arti cially stabilized formulation (2:15) and the original (non-stabilized) variational problem (2:3).
Remark 3.4 It would also be possible to consider a stabilization with independent of h in the`di usion-dominated' regime. However, this would result in a overly diffusive method: indeed, in the limit case a 0, the resulting method would be a Galerkin/Least-Squares approximation for a Laplacian-type operator, with the leastsquare term in H ?1=2 ( ). Remark 3.5 The de nition (3:7) of the P eclet number is clearly a global one. This is coherent with the intrinsically global form of our stabilization terms in (2:13) and (2:14) . It is well known that optimal results are obtained in nite elements by a local de nition of the stabilization constants, depending on a local mesh P eclet number. In Subsection 4.3, we shall indicate how to modify our stabilized formulation in order to deal with the (common) situation of coexistence of locally convection-dominated and di usion-dominated regimes.
Using ( 4 Inner products and their approximation
For the sake of simplicity, hereafter we place ourselves in the`regular case' described at the beginning of the previous section. We also assume that (3:9) holds and satis es the bounds < 1 and (3:6 Obviously, this inner product is not computable, since in general an in nite number of non{zero terms appear on the right{hand side. Therefore, we are led to modify this expression, by retaining the minimal number of terms while still preserving the control on the X 1=2 {norm of the error. At rst, we will be concerned with the problem of truncating the series from above. Subsequently, in a less general context, we will show that the computational cost of the procedure can be furtherly reduced by discarding also some lower levels without loss of accuracy.
The following notation will be useful in the sequel: for j 0 j 1 j 2 +1, we set f; g] j 1 ;j 2 := and it is enough to choose J = J(h) su ciently large so that ( J+1 h) t 2c.
Remark 4.2 The proof shows that the larger t is, the smaller is J. Thus, the validity of (4.4) for a t larger than 1 allows us to truncate at a lower level, provided the characterization (4.2) extends to negative values of r, precisely to r = (1 ? t)=2. when the stabilized method (2.15) and its discrete counterpart (3.3) are considered. All the estimates given in the previous section extend to the resulting perturbed problem.
Truncation from below
Hereafter, we aim at replacing the inner product (4.3) in (2.15) and (3.3) by the furtherly truncated expression f; g] j(h);J(h) for some j 0 j(h) J(h). More precisely, we will show that this is possible for any j(h) such that V j(h) V h : (4.5) In the sequel, we shall make slightly more restrictive assumptions on the multilevel decomposition fV j g j j 0 than before. Precisely, we suppose that there exists a (su ciently small) > 0 such that V j H 3=2+ ( ) ; 8j j 0 ; (4.6) and the norm representation (4.1) extends to the range 0 r 3 2 + . Note that the inclusion (4.5) implies the bound h j(h) < 1 :
Indeed, applying the inverse inequality (3.9) to any non{zero Q j(h) v, v 2 L 2 ( ), and using the norm representation (4.1) with r = 3=2, we get
whence (4.7) follows. From now on, let j(h) j 0 be any level index for which (4.5) holds; let J(h) be any level index satisfying J(h) max(j(h); J(h)). Let ?`j hQ`e Q`g; LQ j e Q j gij : (4.14)
Each inner product can be bounded as follows:
jhQ`e Q`g; LQ j e Q j gij kQ`e Q`gk H 1=2? ( ) kLQ j e Q j gk H ?1=2+ ( ) :
Now, using the norm representation (4.1), we obtain kQ`e Q`gk H 1=2? ( ) 
where, in the last inequality, we have used (3.6) and (4.7). Hence, (4.14) yields
or, equivalently,
Recalling (4.12), we obtain the result.
The following notation will be useful: 
Localization
In the sequel, we indicate how to enhance the performance of the method just described. To this end, we propose to resort to multiscale decompositions with good localization properties. In this way, we will be able to locally tune the amount of stabilization added, in dependence of the discretization and the local behavior of the coe cients of the operator.
The abstract multilevel decomposition setting introduced at the beginning of this section can be modi ed to deal with other representations of the inner product, which are well-known.
For instance, assume that we have a hierarchical-type basis f jk : j j 0 ; k 2 K j g of some H r 0 ( ) (r 0 0) such that for all r in some interval r 0 ; r 1 ], the following norm equivalences hold: hf; jk ihg; jk i ; (4.15) where h ; i denotes the duality pairing between H ?1 ( ) and H 1 0 ( ). Obvious modi cations apply in the`non-regular' case.
As an example (indeed related to the`non-regular' case), let us mention the multilevel decomposition based on the piecewise linear interpolatory wavelets on the unit interval (0; 1), which are de ned as jk (x) = 2 (j+1)=2 (1?j2 j+1 x?2k?1j) + ; j 0; k = 0; : : : ; 2 j ?1:
In this case, the previous representations hold with = 2, for any choice of r 0 r r 1 in the interval (1=2; 3=2) (see 14] ).
The representation of the inner product given in (4:15) allows one to replace the global choice of the stabilization parameter considered so far, by a local one. In this way, the stabilization terms will be better suited to treat the possible coexistence of convectiondominated and di usion-dominated regimes within the domain, as well as the variation of the coe cients.
To be precise, let us assume that the hierarchical basis functions are compactly supported, with S jk := supp jk without a ecting the stability and convergence results. The details will be presented elsewhere.
Examples
We shall now present some (preliminary) results on the behavior of the proposed method for simple model problems. The main goal of this section is to illustrate some features of the stabilization, such as the e ect of the choice of the multilevel decomposition as well as the sensitivity to the parameters involved. The application of our method to more severe test cases will be presented in a forthcoming paper.
Piecewise linear interpolatory wavelets
Set n = 1 and let be the interval (0; 1). For a xed integer m 1, set h = 2 ?m and consider the subspace V h H 1 0 (0; 1) of the continuous piecewise linear functions on the uniform partition of (0; 1) into subintervals of size h.
With this choice, we are placing ourselves in the`non-regular case'. A natural multilevel decomposition for stabilizing the Galerkin discretization associated with the subspace V h , is the one based on piecewise linear interpolatory wavelets, introduced in Section 4. where J is some integer m and we allow a local choice of , as discussed at the end of the previous section. An analogous term is added to the linear form hf; vi.
The interest of the present example is that, under suitable circumstances, these terms coincide with those de ned by the well-known SUPG method ( 11, 16] Choosing mk as in (4:16) with a suitable de nition of the constant implied by the symbol , the right-hand side is precisely the expression that one adds to the bilinear form a(w; v) in order to accomplish the SUPG stabilization.
It is interesting to observe that the same result can be achieved even if J is chosen to be larger than m, or even equal to +1, in ( 
Spline biorthogonal wavelets
Let us consider the same one-dimensional problem and the same approximation subspace V h (h = 2 ?m ) as for the previous example. Instead of using piecewise linear interpolatory wavelets for constructing the multilevel H ?1=2 -type inner product, we explore the behavior of a family of piecewise linear biorthogonal wavelets, chosen among the spline biorthogonal wavelet systems introduced by Cohen, Daubechies and Feauveau 13]. Precisely, the chosen wavelets belong to the system identi ed by the parameters L = 2, L = 2, i.e., they are splines of order 2 having exactly 2 vanishing moments. Figure 1 shows the mother wavelet = 00 . All other wavelets on the real line are de ned by the 1 do not overdi use the solution, but they rather expand the e ect of the stabilization around the singular point.
Next, after xing = 0:5, we explore the e ect of varying the level bounds j(h) and J(h). The results are reported in Figure 3 . The two top plots demonstrate that incrementing the inner product by adding higher levels than j = m does not substantially modify the quality of the stabilization. The situation dramatically changes if one adds lower levels than j = m (bottom left plot): coarse scale e ects pollute the discrete solution far away from the singularity point. On the other hand, higher levels than j = m alone are not su cient to provide the correct amount of stabilization (bottom right plot). These experiments illustrate the qualitative structure of the stabilization mechanism. From the quantitative point of view, it is apparent that the results are not as good as those produced by the standard SUPG technique with the optimal choice of the stabilization parameter. The presence of (relatively moderate) over-and undershoots indicates that this multilevel stabilization is of non-monotone nature. Furthermore, the e ects of the singularity are felt several elements away from it. This is due to the fact that each wavelet is supported over three elements of the corresponding level (see again Figure 1 ). 
